**Project Title:** Federal Cohort Branding

**Sponsor or Approver:** Dena Campie

**Contact Information:** Enrollment Services X5476

**Project Description and Scope:** Groups of students need to be ‘branded’ with federal cohort codes used for IPEDS and other reports. Currently, I run a paragraph that creates a saved list for each brand and then use CHGA to assign the brands using the corresponding saved list. Using the paragraph limits our ability to make the lists as accurate as we’d like, so our numbers the past few years have been off. We could be a lot more accurate if there were a screen that selected students for the brands. Bob can add more details.

**Most Important Requirements:** accuracy in assigning federal cohort brands

**Colleague Module:** ST

**Additional Information:**

**People or Departments Impacted:** students IT, IR, outside agencies, potential students

**Project Dependencies:** Project Risks:

**Additional Notes:**